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The Domestic Big Cap Rally Forges On

Unlike the previous two quarters, which were marked by weakening currencies, a huge “correction” in
emerging markets, and a major chill in the municipal market caused by Orange County’s bankruptcy, the
second quarter of 1995 was remarkable for its relative calm.  Trends which began in the first quarter
forged along unabated in the second.  Domestic financial markets continued their first quarter rallies with
the S&P 500 advancing 9.47% and the heavily technology-weighted NASDAQ Composite up even more:
13.69%.  The economy, which showed signs of slowing in the first quarter, posted more deteriorating
numbers in the second with GDP growth relatively flat at .5%.  It is in these numbers that the market has
based its “surprising” strength.  In fact, however, both strong corporate earnings and the substantial
decline in long-term interest help to explain these results, in retrospect.

Worries about whether the Federal Reserve had engineered not a soft landing, but a recession, drove the
market to speculate about a possible easing in short-term interest rates by the Fed.  This speculation
bolstered both the equity and bond markets.  When the anticipated rate cut materialized on July 6, with a
modest quarter point lowering of the Federal Funds rate, the market continued its nearly uninterrupted
ascent.  The market already expected this cut.  Nevertheless, many people still believe more cuts are
coming.  In part, this may be in anticipation of the political environment of Alan Greenspan’s re-
appointment.

Thus, the primary question may be whether the economy is indeed on the verge of slipping into recession,
or whether the past quarter of sluggishness was simply a short respite in a larger expansion happening
within the economy.  The last rate cut was a close call with analysts split as to whether the Fed would or
would not ease.  Recent economic data, unknown before the interest rate cut, include a June drop in
unemployment which portends stronger future growth.  It may be that the Fed’s preemptive cut was also
premature.  If economic numbers rebound in the coming months, it seems unlikely the Federal Reserve
will continue its policy of easing credit.  The market could reflect this in a negative way.

This apparent paradox of bad economic reports generating good stock and bond market performance is
probably explained in part by the notion of the market as a forward predictor.  If current reports of the
recent past are negative, it may be easier for the future to present a brighter picture.  Current robust
economic performance presents a “tough act to follow,” so markets tone down their future expectations.
As we discussed in our Quarterly Report for the First Quarter of 1995, additional explanation is found in
the concept of the stock market being a discounting mechanism for future corporate earnings.  If interest
rates (the discount rate) are high, the resulting discounted value is relatively low.  If the market senses a
reduction in rates, the discounted value is poised to rise.  We join most commentators in expecting interest
rates to remain flat or decline through the balance of this year, perhaps especially at the long maturity end.
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It’s hard to justify sustained long rates at about 7% when inflation is only about 3%.  Either inflation will
accelerate or interest rates will decline.  We think the latter is the more likely result.

The Japanese market continues to be the sick man of the world’s major equity markets.  Market values
are down almost 23% this year in yen terms.  The dollar appreciated almost 10% from its dramatic lows
against the yen a quarter ago, making this quarter’s results even worse for US investors.  We had
anticipated results in these directions and avoided shifting clients’ accounts to achieve a greater Japanese
flavor.  Our overseas positions generally remain underweighted in Japan and we have no current
expectations of changing that structural balance.

Congress, meanwhile, is taking serious account of fundamental changes in our tax system, including
various forms of flat taxes and reductions in (or even elimination of) capital gains taxes.  It’s too early to
predict how the details of this development will come out, but we’re reasonably confident that there will be
some improvement in capital gains taxes and some reduction in marginal rates of tax on other investment
income.  Such a shift in the very foundations of the tax structure is likely to be very positive for both equity
and taxable bond investments over the long term.  “Tax-exempt” munis and other deferral vehicles,
however, are likely to suffer to some extent and the short term impacts could be negative across the
board as pent-up selling demand is unleashed on the markets creating initial price declines.

With these various factors in mind, we remain optimistic about long-term market performance for the
future.  Clients’ strategic asset allocations are driven by the very long expected performance of various
asset classes and are not significantly affected by any of these merely short-term events.  Similarly, we
see no reason to pull back or postpone new investment commitments for this current short-term horizon,
either.  While no one should expect the larger capitalization end of the domestic market to continue its
current pace, and there is some probability of a “correction” in the next twelve to eighteen months, that
market can return to its more historically predictable average performance by moving to a much slower
rate of advance.  It doesn’t have to endure a significant decline in value on the way to that more
predictable long-term result.  No really attractive long-term alternative exists.

Meanwhile, other markets (especially international) may well be the next segment to “outperform.”
Consequently, the question today is not so much whether to be invested, but where.  As clients’
investment plans for new money and rebalancing opportunities for existing portfolios give us the occasion
to do so, we are careful to take this fine-tuning into account.

Closed-End Mutual Funds

Unlike open-end funds (90% of the universe, known as and listed in the newspaper simply as “Mutual
Funds”) which are always traded at net asset value (NAV), closed-end mutual funds are traded as stocks
on an exchange.  Like a typical company going public, cash is raised in an initial (or secondary) public
offering and the proceeds are used to fund an investment portfolio which is managed and whose assets go
up (and down) in value.  However, the funds shares are themselves traded in the market at values that
only coincidentally equal the aggregate value of the underlying portfolio at any one time.

The critical distinction to the investor between open-end and closed-end funds is that the price of an open-
end share is its actual NAV, while the price of a closed-end fund is determined by the market for its
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shares which is almost never identical to the underlying NAV.  For example, if you own Gemini II and you
want to raise $25,000 when it is selling at $25/share, you do not deal with the fund.  You place an order to
sell 1,000 existing shares at $25/share, and you hope/expect to find a buyer at your price.  Meanwhile,
however, your “pro-rata” share of the fund’s underlying assets’ value could be more or less than that
$25,000.

When a closed-end fund is born via an initial public offering (IPO), the NAV immediately drops because
of the organizational expenses, underwriting fees, etc. that are paid back to the sponsoring firms.  These
generally amount to about 7% of the capital raised.  If there is a great deal of interest in the fund, it may
maintain its IPO price for a while or even increase in market price.  It thus will trade at a premium above
its NAV.  Typically, after this first flush of interest, the market price starts to erode and the fund slides to
a discount (i.e., trades at less than its NAV).

Premiums generally remain among funds that trade in relatively inaccessible markets.  For several years,
Korea Fund was at a huge premium because there was no other way that non-Korean citizens could buy
shares in Korean companies.  Premiums may also be found among funds with stellar managers who are
not otherwise easily accessed; the Zweig Fund and some of the Morgan Stanley and Templeton Funds are
examples which currently trade at premiums.  “Hot” asset classes can also generate premiums.  In 1993,
when interest rates were still dropping and everyone loved bonds, most municipal bond closed-end funds
were trading at a small premium.  With the 1994 drop in the bond market and the decline in confidence in
the municipal market, many muni bond funds now trade at substantial discounts, providing very attractive
yields and an element of safety by buffering further declines in market values of the underlying assets.

This buffering phenomenon may seem paradoxical, but when things really get terrible, closed-end funds
often go to a premium.  Presumably, owners are either slow to catch on or just hunker down and refuse to
sell and take their losses.  Recent examples may be seen in the two closed-end Mexico funds that are
currently trading above their NAV, and the Pakistan Fund which still trades at a discount, but a narrowing
discount as the market value keeps plummeting with each new announcement of riots, crop failure, and the
like.

For a number of reasons including original charter, or pressure from investors, some closed-end funds
convert to open ended status.  The Jundt Growth Fund (see below) is in the process of converting right
now.  Quest for Value and Gemini II are funds that announced, at the initial public offering, that they
would either liquidate or open up in 1997.  There is one certainty when a closed-end fund opens up -- the
discount (or premium) goes away.

The deviations from NAV (both premiums and discounts) for particular funds often take on a life of their
own allowing the patient investor to capitalize on genuine market inefficiencies.  It is our intent to take
advantage of these inefficiencies from time to time in our clients’ managed accounts.

This is a long prelude to an explanation of two transactions that were recently undertaken in many client
portfolios.  With due consideration of transaction costs and individual clients’ tax consequences, they were
not done in every account.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets Fund - Replacing Some Montgomery Emerging Markets

Morgan Stanley is considered a premier firm in the emerging markets arena.  There are two ways to
access its funds.  They offer an open-end institutional mutual fund with a minimum investment of $500,000
and they manage a closed-end fund (symbol MSF) that trades on the New York Stock Exchange.  For our
clients, in general, the minimum makes it impractical to access the open-end fund.  The closed-end fund
has generally traded at a premium, well above NAV.  Recently, this fund has been trading at or very close
to NAV.  We took this opportunity to diversify our emerging markets exposure by selling off some of the
Montgomery Emerging Markets and purchasing Morgan Stanley.  We view this as a long-term
opportunity, and were not switching into Morgan Stanley to take advantage of a “bounce” in the market.
However, if at some future date MSF again starts trading at a significant premium to NAV, we would
seriously consider selling.

Jundt Growth Fund - Replacing Some Janus

The Board of Directors of the Jundt Growth Fund recommended that the shareholders vote to convert the
fund to an open-end fund.  On July 21, shareholders voted, as we expected, to convert.  In mid to late
June, we bought the fund when it was trading at a 6% discount below NAV.  In this case, we sold another
growth-oriented fund (Janus) and used the proceeds to buy Jundt strictly as a trading opportunity.  Our
reasoning was that over a short time period, the NAVs of the two growth funds are not likely to diverge
significantly and that the discount will now close as the conversion takes place.  Once we have added this
5-6% “extra” value, we will re-evaluate returning exclusively to Janus as our large capitalization, growth-
style representation.

Fund Watch

In addition to the closed-end fund opportunities we pursued for appropriate client situations, a few other
adjustments of client portfolios were undertaken this past quarter.

In the domestic large capitalization sector, we have replaced a portion of our position in N&B Guardian (a
large cap value fund) with the purchase of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.

Berkshire Hathaway is a holding company whose chairman is Warren Buffet, one of the greatest value
investors of all time.  Berkshire holds 100% direct interest in diverse businesses (insurance operations
being the most prominent)  plus substantial holdings of fractional interest in certain equity securities.  In
this last respect, ownership of Berkshire is similar to holding a concentrated large cap equity mutual fund.
Viewed from this perspective, Berkshire’s performance has been tremendous.  Since Mr. Buffet took
over the reins back in 1965, Berkshire’s returns have exceeded the S&P 500 index every year but three.
The company’s per share book value has grown at a rate of 23% compounded annually!

We believe Warren Buffet is that rare investor whose investment skill and discipline will continue to
produce market-beating returns.  Consequently, we are investing some of our clients large cap allocation
with Mr. Buffet.
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We’ve reported in past commentaries about the difficulty of accessing  talented,  reputable managers in
the domestic small cap equity market, especially the small cap value segment. Many outstanding
managers close their funds’ doors once assets under management exceed certain thresholds in order to
preserve investment flexibility, trading nimbleness, and transaction economies.  This quarter we were
fortunate that as Heartland Value shut its doors, another of our favorites, Mutual Discovery, reopened to
new investors.  Mutual Discovery, managed by Michael Price -- an experienced, proven value manager --
had closed within months of its original opening as cash flooded into the fund.  We’re very glad to have the
opportunity again to employ such an outstanding manager.

Overall the funds in our clients’ portfolios provided solid returns as practically all segments of the equity
market performed well.  Again, domestic stocks outperformed international stocks and domestic large
company stocks turned in slightly better results than their small company brethren.

The following average returns for equity funds in the principle asset classes and sectors we invest in were
reported in Barron’s for the second quarter (in US $).

Large Cap (S&P 500 Index Objective) 9.38%
Small Company Growth 9.01%
International 4.04%
International Small Company 4.93%
International Emerging Markets 8.56%

With few exceptions, our fund choices performed quite well.  The attached table displays the results for
the most important funds we utilize.  We hasten to add the routine but always sensible warning against
reading too much into any one quarter’s results.

Among our core international choices, Warburg Pincus’s and Baillie Gifford’s relative performance
suffered again because of their allocations to Japanese equities (the average Japanese fund lost 6.17% in
the second quarter).  While this exposure was harmful to performance this quarter, it’s likely to be
beneficial for the long term investor.  Unless you believe the sun has permanently set for Japanese equities
-- and we don’t -- it makes sense to maintain some exposure to the second largest equity market in the
world.

In the domestic small cap arena, the performance of two of our funds, Berger Small Company Growth and
Meridian, trailed their peers this past quarter. The underperformance was due largely to their
underweighted position in technology shares.  Indeed, this past quarter, the stars could be identified almost
solely on the basis of their relative exposure to the technology sector.  Of course, one quarter’s
performance hardly affects our judgment about these funds’ long-term prospects.  Both have been
excellent performers over more meaningful periods.  In a quarter where everyone made money, it’s
disappointing that one of our funds -- Calvert Strategic Growth again produced a negative result.  Cedd
Moses, the fund manager, continues to position the fund very defensively.  Overall, Moses has an
outstanding record with respect to market judgments.  While we continue to have confidence in these
funds’ managers, we are considering the merits of reducing the total number of funds employed and,
consequently, some changes may occur in future periods.
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The following summarizes the performance of the most commonly used mutual funds and annuity
subaccounts in our client portfolios.

Last Last
Twelve Three Years

Quarter Months Annualized
Large Cap Domestic

Schwab 1000 9.0 24.7 12.9
Vanguard Index 500 9.5 25.9 13.1
Janus 9.0 19.7 11.8
Neuberger & Berman Guardian 11.4 24.9 17.6
Guardian Stock Fund (Annuity) 10.4 22.5 18.0

Small to Medium Cap Domestic
   Growth and Earnings Momentum

Berger Small Co. Growth 5.8 31.5 N/A
Brandywine 17.3 35.0 25.5
Calvert Strategic Growth -3.2 17.6 N/A
Meridian 4.6 16.4 16.0
Value Line Centurion (Annuity) 13.5 35.2 14.7

   Value Orientation

DFA Small Co. Value 10.6 17.9 N/A
Heartland Value [Closed] 9.8 19.2 23.0
Mutual Discovery 9.1 15.8 N/A

Core International

Baillie Gifford (Annuity) 2.4 -1.3 5.4
Harbor International [Closed] 4.9 15.1 14.8
Ivy International 5.0 11.9 14.4
T. Rowe Price International Stock 4.7 4.5 10.7
Warburg Pincus International Equity 2.0 -4.4 12.4

Emerging Markets and International
  Small Cap

Acorn International [Closed] 6.2 1.1 N/A
Montgomery Emerging Markets 8.2 1.5 12.5
Montgomery International Small Cap 5.6 -1.9 N/A
Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets -1.0 -16.3 16.8
Tweedy Brown Global Value 5.6 1.0 N/A


